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Businesses back plans to bill them for recycling, drawing
skepticism

politico.com/news/2022/02/22/businesses-recycling-00010440

Environmental groups fear state legislation won't hold companies accountable.

The proposal would tax bottles, food wrappers and other packaging and use the money to

improve recycling infrastructure. | Rich Pedroncelli/AP Photo
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Powerful business groups for the first time are backing state legislation that would make

them shoulder the costs of waste and recycling programs.

The Consumer Brands Association, Ameripen and the Flexible Packaging Association are

supporting a Maryland proposal to tax bottles, food wrappers and other packaging and use

the money to improve recycling infrastructure.
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The endorsement is the first concrete evidence that major brands are willing to help fund

government programs to reduce plastic waste — and it is fueling skepticism among

environmental advocates who worry the legislation isn’t strong enough to hold companies

accountable.

Under the Maryland proposal, the state would study how much funding is needed to upgrade

local recycling systems and reduce waste. The study would help companies set fees as part of

a larger plan to reduce their packaging use by 25 percent this decade. The proposal would be

due by 2024 and would require approval from state regulators and an advisory council of

packaging makers, trash haulers, environmental advocates and local officials.

John Hewitt, vice president of packaging sustainability at the Consumer Brands Association,

which represents companies including General Mills, Coca-Cola and Procter & Gamble, said

the legislation strikes the right balance between state oversight and flexibility for the

companies that will run the program.

The group is pushing for several amendments, including removing the 25 percent reduction

target so producers can determine what goals are achievable, according to testimony

submitted for a Maryland Senate hearing last week.

“A producer responsibility organization with flexibility can respond to market needs, in terms

of waste infrastructure and how to efficiently use the money,” Hewitt said in an interview.

The industry shift started last year, when business groups came out in favor of the packaging

fee concept, citing their members’ need to access more recycled material to meet

sustainability targets.

But the groups subsequently lobbied against laws enacted in Maine and Oregon, arguing that

companies should have more control over how the programs are designed and the revenue is

spent. Critics of that approach say that won’t change the status quo, where recycling rates

have stagnated at about 32 percent and plastic pollution continues to rise.

If Maryland’s bill passes, it would be the first extended producer responsibility policy to win

industry support. It differs from Maine and Oregon’s bills by giving more control to industry:

Maine’s law directs state regulators to design the program and set packaging fees through a

public rulemaking process, for example, while Maryland’s would let companies set the fees

based on a state analysis.

Environmental advocates including U.S. PIRG and Trash Free Maryland also support the bill.

Martha Ainsworth, chair of the Maryland Sierra Club’s Zero Waste Team, said her group

does, too, contingent on several “major” additions aimed at holding packaging makers

accountable. There should be more hard targets and stiff penalties if producers miss them,

such as requiring that plastic bottles be made with at least 25 percent recycled material by

2030, according to testimony prepared for Maryland lawmakers.

https://www.politico.com/f/?id=0000017f-1cda-d61f-a9ff-7ffa0ee60000
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Critics say the fines in the bill are too low, starting at $5,000 for the first violation.

“They spend that on lunch,” said Heidi Sanborn, executive director of the National

Stewardship Action Council. “You’ve got to have a penalty that hurts enough to matter.”

Maryland State Sen. Malcolm Augustine, the bill’s sponsor, said the penalties account for

smaller companies, but he suggested they could be changed as the bill advances through the

General Assembly.

“We’re still defining who is a producer,” Augustine said.

Meanwhile, the same industry groups supporting Maryland’s EPR bill are opposing another

proposal that would ban the widely recognized symbol for recycling — a chasing-arrows

symbol — on products that can’t be widely recycled in the state.

“What they’re trying to do is kill the good bill that’s going to change the labeling and help

people, and then get control of the system with almost no oversight,” Sanborn said.

In California, environmentalists frustrated by the demise of EPR packaging legislation the

past two years have placed a tax proposal on the November ballot.

California residents may vote in November on a ballot initiative that would ban styrofoam,

tax plastic packaging and foodware and devote the proceeds to recycling infrastructure and

environmental restoration. It would also establish a 2030 deadline for all packaging to be

recyclable, reusable or compostable.

In-state industry groups like the California Manufacturers and Technology Association have

come out against the initiative. The Consumer Brands Association hasn’t taken a position but

is backing legislation as an alternative. The group is arguing for a broader focus than just

plastic, and offering to agree to a fee on their products — which would require a two-thirds

vote of the state Legislature, under California’s rules for tax increases. They would have to

reach an agreement no later than June in order for environmentalists to remove the initiative

from the ballot.

“Any meaningful environmental legislation is a challenge, and it is going to be difficult to

thread the needle,” Hewitt said. “Producers are ready and willing to bring funding to the

table.”
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